1. List two possible explanations the Monroe family gave for the white vegetables.

____________________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________________

2. Explain why Chester wore a towel on his back and bit Harold.

____________________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________________

3. Chester does not like to be called...
   a. a kitty-cat
   b. a scaredy cat
   c. an alley cat
   d. an old cat

4. Chester's sweater...
   a. was purple and had pictures of yellow cats on it
   b. was yellow and had pictures of purple mice on it
   c. was green and had pictures of brown dogs on it
   d. was pink with pictures of teddy bears on it

5. According to Chester, garlic can be used to...
   a. kill vampires
   b. scare vampires away
   c. attract vampires
   d. prevent vampires from moving around

6. According to The Mark of the Vampire book, there are two ways to destroy a vampire. What are they?

____________________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________________
ANSWER KEY

Bunnicula
Chapters 5 and 6

1. List two possible explanations the Monroe family gave for the white vegetables.

Accept any two of the three listed below.
Mr. Monroe thought it was a problem with the refrigerator.

2. Explain why Chester wore a towel on his back and bit Harold.
He was trying to warn the family the Bunnicula is a vampire.

3. Chester does not like to be called...
   a. a kitty-cat
   b. a scaredy cat
   c. an alley cat
   d. an old cat

4. Chester's sweater...
   a. was purple and had pictures of yellow cats on it
   b. was yellow and had pictures of purple mice on it
   c. was green and had pictures of brown dogs on it
   d. was pink with pictures of teddy bears on it

5. According to Chester, garlic can be used to...
   a. kill vampires
   b. scare vampires away
   c. attract vampires
   d. prevent vampires from moving around

6. According to The Mark of the Vampire book, there are two ways to destroy a vampire. What are they?
   Drive a stake through the vampire's heart or immerse its body in water.

Please log in or register to download the printable version of this worksheet.